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1. Introduction 
Enumeration reducibility is the relation of relative ffective numer- 
ability of sets of natural numbers. As was pointed out by Myhill in [ 5 ], 
enumeration reducibility restricted to partial functions is the relation of 
relative ffective computability of partial functions. Following [ 5 ] and 
[6, p. 146] a formal definition is give~ below. 
In this paper enumeration reducibility and a ge~eralization f enumer- 
ation reducibility, arithmetical enumerability, a~e studied. In § 2 results 
are presented which give information about the distribution and prev- 
alence of sets which are incomparable to theh complements. In § 3 
forcing is defined in an arithmetical language augmented by a partial 
function variable in such a way that forcing conditions are allowed 
which intuitively express the condition that a partial function be unde- 
fined at a particular argument value. This notion of forcing is used to 
obtain some general incomparability results. In § 4 it is shown that the 
upper semi-lattice of partial degrees (the equivalence classes of the rela- 
tion of equivalence with respect o enumeration reduc'bility) is not a 
* Almost all of  the material in this paper is contained in the author's doctoral dissertation 
at the University of  Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, The research for this paper was carried out while 
the author was a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellow. 
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lattice and that this upper semi-lattice contains minimal pairs. 
LetN = {0, 1, 2, ... }, the set of natural numbers. 
Let A, B & C (with or without subscripts) be variables which range 
over subsets of N. 
Let le e = the eth r.e. set in some standard enumeration of the r.e. sets. 
Let D x = the finite set whose canonical index is x. 
Let ( ", -) be a 1 - 1 recursive function from N X N onto N. 
Definition 1.1. 
a) A is enumeration reducible to B via e (notation: A <e B via e) ,* 
(Vx)[x ~ A ~ (:lw)[(x, w) ~ W e & D w c B] 1. 





<eB¢" [A_<eB&B4; cA l .  
i0 o [A "¢0B  0A]. 
-e B ¢~ [A -<e B & B <e A ]. (=o is an equivalence relation.) 
f) A partial degree is an equivalence class of -e. <e may be extended 
to the partial degrees in the obvious way. 
The convention of failing to distinguish between partial functions 
and single-valued sets (i.e., sets which are the results of al:,~,iying the 
function (., ") to partial functions) will be in force in what follows. 
Clearly every partial degree contains a partial function. See [6, p. 160]. 
Let f & g (with or without subscripts) be variables which range over 
(total) functions from N into N. 
Since <e is the relation of relative effective computability of partial 
functions, it is to be expected that <e restricted to total functions 
should correspond to Turing reducibility (<T)" 
l~'oposition 1.2. f <e g ~ f <--T g" 
ProoL See [6, p. 153]. 
Definition 1.3. A partial degree is called total if it contains a total func- 
tion; otherwise, it is called non-total. 
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(1.2) implies that the total partial degrees are order isomorphic to the 
Turing degrees. See [6, p. 279]. A very natural question to ask is whether 
there are any non-total partial degrees. This question is answered in the 
affirmative by (1.6) below. See [6, p. 281J. 
Definifien 1.4. 0 = the partial degree of the r.e. sets. 
0 is the least element in the ordering of partial degrees. 
Definition 1.5. A partial degree is quasi-minimal ¢~ it is non-total and 
there are no total partial degrees other than 0 below it. 
Let 0(n) denote the mh jump of the empty set. 
Theorem 1.6 (Medvedev). There is a partial function r.~. in 0 (1) which 
lies in a quasi-minimal partial degree. 
The proof of (1.6) will be deferred until ~ 2. (2.7) is slightly stronger 
than (1.6). (1.6~ will be discussed again in § 3. 
It follows from (1.6) that the ordering of partial degrees is more 
extensive than the ordering of Turing degrees. 
Another possible motivation for the study of partial degrees is given 
by a simple corollary to the proof of Feferman's theorem in [ 2]. Fefer- 
man's theorem says that every truth-table degree contains a first order 
theory. Tile truth-table reduction given in the proof asks only positive 
questions of sets with infinite complements, and therefore the proof 
yields the following. 
Proposition 1.7. Every partial degree contains a first order theory. 
Craig in [ 1 ] proved that a first order theory is axiomatizable ~ it is 
effectively enumerabie; hence, (1.7) implies that the partial degrees may 
be thought of as degrees of unaxiomatiz~'oility. 
The notion of enumeration redt~cibilit y is generalized below to the 
arithmetical case m which arithmetical procedures replace ffective 
pxocedures. 
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Let A e = the eth arithn~etical set in some standard enumeration of
arithmetical sets. 
Definition 1.8. 
a) A isarithmetically em~merable in B via e (notation: A <ae B via e) 
*~ (Vx) [xE A ¢, (3w) [<x, w> ~ A e & D w c B] ]. 
b) A is arithmetically enumerable inB (notation: A <ae B) o (3e) 
[A <ae B via el. 
c)A I~Bo [A ~AaeB&B4~A] .  
d)A ~a~ B o [A -<~B & B <ae A ]. (---~ is an equivalence r lation.) 
e) A partial arithmetical degree is an equivalence class of =ae" (<~ 
may be extended to the parti~.d arithmetical degrees in the obvious 
way.) 
f) A partial arithmetical degree is called total if it contains a total 
function; otherwise, it is called non-totaL 
g) A partial arithmetical degree is quasi-minimal ~ it is non-total and 
no total partial arithmetical degree other than that of the arithmetical 
s~ts is below it. 
It will be shown in § 3 that there are quas~-minJmal partial arith- 
metical degrees. 
LetA v B = {2x/x E A}u {2x+ 1/x~B}.  
Definition 1.9. A is strongly arithmetical in B (notation: A <sa "~) 
~" (3n)[A <--'T O v 0(n)]. 
Proposition 1.10. f~ae  g *~ f~sa g" 
Roughly then <ae is to <sa as -<e is to <-1"" 
The following simple proposition, which results from (1.8) and tile 
fact that the predicates arithmetical in a set are closed under combi- 
nation by propositional connectives and numerical quantification, 
will be put to use in § 3. 
Proposition 1.11. A -<ae B ~ A is arithmetical & B. 
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2. Comparing sets and their complements 
Let C A denote tile characteristic tract ion of A, the function which 
is 1 on A and 0 offA.  
Let s & t be vaziables which range over finite initial segments of 
characteristic functions. 
Let L be the language obtained by adding to elementary tirst order 
arithmetic the predicate ~, the set variable S, and atomic fo:i~ulas of 
the form r ~ S, where r is a term. Detrme forcing and generic!ty relative 
to L as in [ 3]. In what follows only forcing conditions which are finite 
initial segments of characteristic functions need be used. s forces F will 
be written s It-- F. 
Topologize 2 N, the set of characteristic functions, as in [6, p. 269] 
as a complete metric space second category on itself. For each s, 
(A/s C C A )iisa sphere in 2 N. 
A subset of  2 N is said to be co-meager ,~ its complement is meager 
(first category). 
As is well known, an arihhmetical subset of 2 N is co-meager o it con- 
tains every generic set. In what follows forcing will be used to facilitate 
category arguments. 
Arithmetical enumerability via e and enumeration reducibility via e 
define operators (a e and ~e respectively) from P(N), the power set of 
N, into P(N) as follows. See [6, p. 147]. 
Definition 2.1. 
a) ~e(B) = A ~ A ~ae B via e. 
b) ~e (B) = A ¢" Age  B via e. 
Let A denote (N-A) ,  the complement of A. 
Theorem 2.2. { A/A iae A-} is co-meager in 2 N . 
Proof. (A /A  4= ae(A)) and {A/A =/= ae(,4)) are arithmetical. It suffices 
to show that for each e, these two sets contain all the generic sets, for 
then {A/A lae A}, wl'Jch is fl (A /A  4= ae(A) & A 4= ae(A)), is a 
e~N 
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countable intersection of  co-meager sets and is, therefore, also co-meager. 
In fact, it is sufficient o show (1) for each e, {A/A  4= %(A)) contains "all 
the generic sets and (2) A is generic *, f f  is generic. 
McLaughlin pointed out to the author that (2) is an easy corollary to 
Feferman's transform theorem in [3 ]. 
To show (1), suppose by way of contradiction that e is a number and 
A is a generic set such that 
( t )  Ore(a) = .~T. 
Let F be a closed formula of L which expresses (t). It follows that 
A II-- F and hence (3s c C A )Is tl--- F] .  Define s' ~ s as follows. 
Case (1). (Vt ~ s)[ae(t- l ( l ) )  c s-l(O)]. Set s '= s. In this case 
C B ~ s' ~ % (B) is finite. 
Case (2). (3t  ~ s)[~e(t -1 ( i))  Cs -1 (0)]. Pick on,~ such t. Set 
s ' (x )  = 
i, if x~ t - l (1 )  or 
0, if x ~ s -1 (G) ; 
undefined, otherwise. 
x E (ae(t- l(1)) - s-I (0)) ; 
In this case C B ~ s' ~ ae(B) ¢ B. 
Let A' be any generic set such that C A, ~ s'. Clearly then ae(A') :# A--'. 
A'  A' Since C A, ~ s, I~ F; therefore, satisfies F. This is a contradiction 
and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 2.3. ( A/A le -A ) is co-meager ill 2 N. 
Proof. The corollary is proved by carrying through the proof of (2.2) 
with a e replaced by cI, e. 
The essential combinatorial rgument of (2.3), i.e., the definition of 
s', can be expanded into a finite extension argument to produce a set 
A such that , t  I e .4 and A <T Oa); however, Jockusch communicated 
to the author the following theorem which is very much stronger than 
this observation. 
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Theorem 2.4 (Jockusch). Every ~,ton-recursive Turing degree contains a 
set A such tt?at A le A. 
Proof. A is said to be semi-recursive o ( 313 [f is recursivc and (Vx)(Vy) 
[ [ f (x ,y )=x or f (x ,y )=y]  and [ [x~A or y~A]  ~ f (x ,y )~_A]] .  
McI_aughlin and Appel proved (see [4] ) that (VA) [A is semi-recursive 
A is an initial segment of some recursive total ordering of N] .  In [4] 
Jockush showed that every non-rzcursive Turing degree contains a 
semi-recursive set A such that A, A are not r e. To prove the theorem 
it then suffices to show that (VA)[ [A is semi-recursive & A <-e A ] ~, 
is r.e. ]. 
Suppose that A is semi-recursive and .~ <7 A via e. Let <o be a re- 
cursive total ordering of N, an initial segment of which is A. Then 
~-4 = {x/(3w)[(x, w> E W e & (Vy)[y E D w ~, y <o x] ] }, which is r.e. 
This completes the proof. 
An analog of (2.L,'" '_:olds for ~-ae and the degrees of equivalence under 
< The details will I~e omitted. 
Definition 2.5. A partial degree is min#~tal ¢~ it is not 0 and no partial 
degree other than 0 is strictly below it. 
It is an open question whether or not there are minimal parf~al degrees. 
See [6, p. 282]. The following corollary to (2.4) sheds some light on the 
problem of minimal partial degrees, and the problem will be further dis- 
cussed near the end of this section. 
Corollary 2.6. No total partial degree is minimal. 
Proof. (2.4) and (1.2) imply that (V f ) [ f i s  not recursive . . . .  (~!A) 
[CA -e f & A le .411. Of course (V])(VA)[[C A =-e f & A le A] =~ 
[A is not r.e. & A <e f ]  ]. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.7. (3A)[A <T O(1) &Ale "~ &(Vf ) [ [ f<-eA  or < .4] f ' -e  
f is recursive] . 
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Proof. Let g be a function recursive in 0 (1) which lies in a minimal 
Turing degree. Sacks proved the existence of such a g in [81. Then 
0<T g<T ~1), and by (2.4) and (1.2) (3A)[C,4 -¢ g &Ate ~11. Then 
A, A <¢ g and if f<  e A or f<  e .~, f<¢ g. By (1.2) f<  T g; hence, by 
the minimality ofg ~th  respect o <T, f is recursive. This completes 
the proof. 
(1.6) readily follows from (2.7). The partial function ~ (a, a )la ~ A ), 
where A is as in (2.7), satisfies (1.6). (2.7) may be directly proved by 
combining the techniques of (3.11 c) and the observation that A, A lie 
in non-total partial degrees implies that A le A. 
The following theorem complements (2.7). 
Theorem 2.8. Every r.e. non-recursive Turing degree contains a set A 
~'uch that A le -~ and A, A lie in total partial degrees. 
Proof. Let B be an arbitrary r.e. non-recursive set. By Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 1 in §5 of [7] there are r.e. sets B 0 and B 1 of incomparable 
Turing degree such that B =T B0 v B 1 . Let A = B 0 v/~r It is straight- 
forward to verify that Ale A. To show that A lies in a total parlial 
degree, define f as follows, f(2x) = the xth element in some standard 
effective numeration ofB 0 ; f (2x + 1) = the xth member of B 1- 
Certainly A = B 0 v B~ <-e f- It remains to show that f<  e B 0 v B l . The 
enumeration procedure will be described informally. Given any 
enumeration of B 0 v B~, use it together with some standard effective 
enumeration of B 1 to enumerate B 1 in increasing order. Also enumer- 
ate B o in the same way as in the definition off .  Clearly f may be com- 
puted (enumerated) l'tom this enumeration of B 0 together with the 
enumeration of B1 in increasing order. A similar argument shows that 
.4 also lies in a total partial degree. This completes the proof. 
The author does nol know if there are sets A such that A lies in a 
total partial degree and A lies in a non-total partial degree, but he 
conjectures that there are no such sets. 
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It seems to be very difficult to decide the question of whether there 
are minimal partial degrees. Spector's construction i [ 10] of a minimal 
Turing degree does not carry over to partial degrees because it depends 
too strongly on the fact that in the study of Turing degrees one may 
restrict one's attention to total functions. Sasso [ 9] has constructed a 
partial function minimal with respect o a reducibility which is stronger 
than enumeration ~educibility by a technique which does not resemble 
that of Spector. Unfortunately Sasso's method does not seem to readily 
adapt to enumeration reducibility. 
The following simple characterization f total partial degrees makes 
clear why it is difficult to construct a partial degree, other than O, 
strictly below any given non-total partial degree and, hence, makes clear 
why it is difficult to prove tlzat there are no minimal partial degrees. 
Proposition 2.9. Let d be a partial degree. The fol lowing five statements 
are eq,.~,'alent. 
i) d is total 
i'~) (VA) [A is infinite &A ~ d =~ ( : l f ) [ f i s  1--1 & range (f)  = 
A &A -:e f ]  1. 
iii) (3A)[A ~ d & (3 f ) [ f  is 1-1 & range (f) =A &f=eA]  ]. 
iv) d contains an infinite retraceable set. 
v) d contains an infinite regressive set. 
Proof. ii) =~ iii) =~ i) & iv) = v) are immediate. 
i) =~ iv). Suppose d is total. Then d contains a characteristic function 
f. Code l ingo a binary branclung tree with a recursive description. 
Branch left ~.t level 17 i f f (n)  = 0, right if f (n) = 1. Let B be the resulting 
branch. Clearly B is retraceable and B -e  f" 
v) = iii). Suplzose that B is an infinite regressive set in d. Thanks to 
the regressing function of B, an enumeration of B in some fixed order 
can be uniformly effectively obtained from any enumeration of B. 
Definef(x) - the xth member of B in the fixed order mentioned above. 
Then f -  e B and iii) holds. 
iii) =~ ii). Suppose B ~ d, g is 1 - 1, range (g) = B, g =e B, and A is an 
infinite member of d. Then g -e A. Define f as fellows. Enumerate A 
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in any order. From any such enumeration an enumeration ofg in the 
order ( 0, g(0)), ( 1, g(1 )), ( 2, g(2)), ... can be uniformly effectively 
obtained. From this fixed enumeration ofg a fixed enumeration of A 
can be effectively obtained. Let f (x )  = the x th element of A in this 
fixed enumeration ofA. f -e  A and ii) holds. This compleL~s the proof. 
(2.9) implies that in a non-total partial degree no set is such that some 
fixed enumeration of it can be uniformly effectively obtained from 
arbitrary enumerations of it. To construct a non-r.e, set strictly below 
a given set if the given set lies in a non-total partial degree, the construc- 
tion must be independent of the order of input enumeration of the 
given set. This has so far been impossible to achieve. 
Measure is apparently of no help in resolving the problem of minimal 
partial degrees. If the equiprobable measure is placed on 2 N as in sec- 
tion 10 of [7], then Theorems 1and 3 and CoroUary ! to Theorem 3 
of section 10 of [ 7 ] carry over if <T is replaced by <e" In particular 
the minimal partial degrees have measure 0. 
The author does not know the measure of { A/A  le -4 }, but he con- 
jectures t ) that it is 1. 
3. General incomparability results 
In this section a continuum of partial functions lying in quasi-minimal 
partial arithmetical degrees (and hence in quasi-minimal partial degrees) 
is constructed. The members of this continuum of partial functions are 
(1) arithmetically incomparable and hence incomparable with respect 
to (2) arithmetical enamerability (by (1.11)), (3) Turing reducibility 
(by (1)), and (4) enumeration reducibiiity (by (2)). 
Since the sets generic relative to L are not tingle-valued it is conve- 
nient and natural to define forcing and genericity relative to a new 
language L' in which statements about partial functions can be directly 
expressed. 
LetN* =N U {¢o). 
I) Jay Lagermann atM.I.T. has recently veMt'ied Ltds conjecture. 
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Let 4, if, & r/(with or without subscripts or primes) be variables 
ranging over (N*) N, the s~;t of functions from N into N*. 
The intended ~nterpretation f "~k(rn) = ¢o'; is "~ is undefined at m". 
Topologize (N*~; as a complete metric spa,.:e second category on it- 
self as in [6, p. 298]. 
Let o & r (with or without subscripts) be variables which range over 
finite initial segments of members of (N*) N. For each o,, { ~/~b ~ ~'} is 
a sphere in (N*Y ¥. 
Definition 3.1. 
a) qJ* = {(m, n) /~(m)  = n &n ~ N} 
b) o*= {(m,n) /o (m)=n&n~N}.  
Clearly * is the natural I -1  correspondence b tween (N*) N and the 
single-valued sets (partial fimctions). The operation * can be used to 
reinterpret the operators ~'e and cI' e. 
Definition 3.2. Let O e be el, e or ae, then 
a) ff e domain (O e) ~, Oe(~k*) is single-valued. 
b) Oe(t~)(m) = n ~* [ff ~ domain(O e) & (m, n) ~Oe(~*)] .  
c) Oe(~k)(m) =w ~* [ff ~ domain (O e) & (Vn)[(m,n>~ 9e(~k*)] . 
d) ®e(ff) = 4~ *' [~ ~ domain(Oe) & ~ = {(x,y)/@~(qJ)(x) = y}]. 
Clearly {~e(~) = ~ ~ Oe(~*)  = ~b*. 
The operators given by ~e, e ~ N, are called partial recursive and 
those given by ~b e, e ~ N, and such that domain (cI, e) = (N*) N, are called 
recursive. See [6]. It is worthwhile to point out that reducibility via 
recursive operators i  stronger than reducibility via partial recursive 
operators (enumeration reducibilhy). This is a consequence of Theorem 
13-XIX in [6], the first proof oI which is attributed to Myhill and 
Shepherdson. The following theorem is stronger than 13-XIX in [6]. 
Theorem 3.3. ( 3 ~)(3 f )  [ f  is not recursive & f -  e ~b* & (Ve)(Vg) [ [ tl~ e iS 
a recursive operator & g = Cbe(~b*)] = g is recursive] . 
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Proof. Let A be an r.e. non-recursive s t. Let ~ be 0 on ,~ and w On A. 
let f = C a . f is not recursive and f=e ~*. If ¢}e is a recursive operator 
and g = ¢}e(~k*), then g = dPe(N X {0}),  which is recursive. Essentially 
~* lies in a total partial degree but with respect o reducibility via 
recursive operators, in a quasi-minimal degree. 
Definition 3.4. Language L' consists of the language of elementary first 
order arithmetic augmented by a partial function variable 3' and atomic 
formulas of the form 3'(r) = r', where r and r' are terms. The logical 
symbols of L' are ,x, (not), v (or), and V (there exists). 
I f r  is a closed term, #r is the natural number which r represents, m# 
is the formal numeral of  L' which denotes the natural number m. 
Definition 3.5. o II-- F (read: o forces F), where F is a closed formvla of 
L', is defined by mathematical induction on the number of logical sym- 
bols in F as follows. 
i) v IP 7(r) = r', where r, r' are closed terms, .~ o(#r )  = #r ' .  
ii) o It-- F, where F is a closed atomic formula of elementary arith- 
metic, * F is true in the model of the natural ~.umbers. 
iii) o l t - -Fv G~,  [a lb -Foro l~G] .  , 
iv) o It- V F(u)  ",* ( : im)[a II-- F(m#)] .' 
U 
v) o I~ ~, F '~ (Vr 3 o)[r  I~ F] .  
Intditive!y a forcing condition o such that a(m)  = w expresses in 
particular the condition that 3, be undefined at m#. In fact it is straight- 
forward to verify that 
o 1t- • V " r (m#)  = u ~ o(m)  = w.  
U 
Definition 3.6. F is a closed formula of L' = [~ It-- Fo  (3o c ~b)[tr II-- F] ]. 
Definition 3.7. ~k is gener ic  "~ (~¢F, a closed formula of L') [ ¢' I~ F or 
~k II-- "x, F] .  
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Since forcing in L' is the natural analog of forcing in L, the following 
proposition goes through much as the corresponding p~'oposition for L. 
See [3]. 
Proposition 3.8. 
a) not [ o Ib- F & o Ib- ~ F] . 
b) (Vo)(VF, a closed formula of L') (3r _7 o)[r I~-For r  I~"  F]. 
c) [ r~o&o lb -F ]  ~z l~F .  
d) ~ is generic ~ ( rE  a closed lbrmula of  L') [ ~ It- f'~* F is true 
when "t is interpreted as ~* in the mt~del o f  the natural numbers]. 
e) (Vo)(3 ~k -~ o) [~ is generic]. 
The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward forcing • 
argument. 
Proposition 3.9. ~k is generic ~ ~* is infinite but contains no inf;nite 
arithmetical subset. 
That there are quasi-minimal partial arithmetical degrees i  a conse- 
quence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.10. ~/~ generic ~ [ff* not arithmetical & (Vf)  [f~ae ~/* =~ f 
arithmetical] ~. 
Proof. Let ff be generic. ~b* is not arithmetical by (3.9). Suppose by way 
of contradiction that ~k is generic and e is such that a e (~k*) is not arith- 
metical and 
( t )  ae(~k*) is a total function. 
Let F be a closed formula of L' which expresses (t). Then ~k I~ F 
and so (30 c ~)[~7 It-- F]. Consider the following three cases. 
Case (1). (3r  ~ o) [ae(r*) is not single-valued]. Let ~' be generic and 
extend one such r. Then %(~'* )  is not single-valued. Since ~' ~ o, 
~'1t-- F. Hence ¢'* satisfies F. Tt'ds is a contradict:ion and case (I) does 
not hold. 
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Case (2). (3r  1 3 e ) (3r  2 3 e)(3m)(: ln l ) (3n2) I (m, hi) ~- ae(r~) & 
(m, n2) ~ t~e(r~) & n 1 ~ n21. Let r = o U ((x, co)Ix ~ ((domain(r 1) U 
domain(r2)) - domain(o))}. Let ~k' be a generic extemion of r. 
ae(d/)(m) = w, for otherwise an extension o f t  and one o f t  1, r 2 could 
be meshed together to form an extension of e satisfying case (1). Since 
~' ~ tr, ~' It-- F. This implies that ~k'* satisfies F which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore case (2) does not hold. 
Case (3). Otherwise. {(m, n)/(~lr ~ o)[(m, n) ~ ae(r*)] } is single-valued, 
arithmetical, and = ae(ff*). This is a contradiction, and so case (3) does 
not hold. There are no other cases; hence, the proof is completed. 
Part b) of the following corollary is due to Myhill. See [5] and [6, 
p. 298]. Part c) is just (1.6). 
Corollary 3.11. 
a) { ~t//~* lies in a quasi-minimal partial arithmetical degree} is co- 
meager in (N* ) N. 
b) (Myhill) { ¢//~* lies in a quasi-minimal partial degree} is co-meager 
in (N*) N. 
c) (Medvedev) (3f f ) [~* is r.e. in 00) & ~* lies in a quasi-minimal 
partial degree]. 
Proof. a) is a consequence of (3. I 0) and thefact hat a set which con- 
tains all the generic elements of (N*) :¢ is co-meager in (N*~ v. 
b) is proved by replacing ae by ~e in the proof of (3.10). 
c) may be proved by expanding into a finite extension argument the 
combinatorial rgument of b) (consideration of cases 1 through 3) 
together with steps to ensure ~0" is not partial recursive. It suffices then 
to observe ttat ¢/* may be made r.e. in 0(1). Actually c) may be proved 
by a somewhat simpler finite extension argument in which range (~k*) = 
{ 0 } and the combinatorial trick used resembles that of (3.3). The de- 
tails will be omitted. 
The following proposition is new immediate from definitions and 
(3.1 l c). 
§ 3. General incomparability results 4 3 3 
Proposition 3.12. Every non-total part&l arithmetical degree is made up 
entirely of non-total partial degrees, but some quasi-minimal partial 
degrees lie in total partial arithmetical degrees. 
Theorem 3.13. There is a c~dlection of partial functions of cardinality 
that of the continuum such th,Tt each partial function lies in a quasi- 
minimal partial arithmetical degree (and iherefore in a quasi-minimal 
partial degree) and the members of the collection are pairwise ari'.h- 
metically incomparable, and hence pairwise incomparable with respect 
to <-~e, <--T, and <-e. 
Sketch of proof. Construct a binary branching h~e r with branches in 
(N*W suc~l that each branch is generic (relative to L'). * applied to 
each branch will then lie in a quasi-minimal pal tial arithmetical degree, 
and the arithmetical operators 2 ) will be continuous on * applied to 
the branches. By using continuSty of arithmetical operators, it is easy 
to construct a binary branching subtree T' of T such that * applied to 
branches of T' yields an arithmetically incomparable collection. Of 
course binary branching trees have a continuum of branches. This com- 
pletes the sketch. 
By extending the language L' to include a countable collection of 
partial function variables 70, "rl, -.. and by defining forcing in the new 
langt~age with forcing conditions of the form < o 0, o 1, ..., On> and 
generic sets of the form ('~0, "rl, ..-, ~/n >, where o i puts a constraint on 
"ri, it is 9ossible to prove the following theorem in much the same way 
as (3° 13). 
Theorem 3.14. There is a collection of partial functions with the proper- 
ties of that ef  (3.13) but arithmetically independent 3 ), and hence 
independent with respect o <-~e, <--T, and <~e. 
2) Let ~,T. u, vl be a w~f of L' with free number variables v, v. Each such wff determines an 
arithmetical operator F as follows. F( ~ *) --- ~* ~ f)* = { (x, y)/FIT, u, v] is true when % u, and 
v ate interpreted as ~ *, x, and y respectively }.The arithmetical operators are not to be confused 
with the %. 
a) A collection of partial functions is arithmeticall¢ independent Oevery partial function in 
the col!ection is not arithmetical in the join of finitely many other partial functions in the col- 
lection. 
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Definition 3.15. (~k)i = {(J, ~( (i, ]> ))[] ~ N}. 
Propo~fition 3.16. ~ is generic 
i) ('¢0[(~)i* lies in a quasi-minimal partial arithmetical degree l, and 
ii) { (~)i*/ i  E N} is arithmetically independent and hence independent 
with respect o <ae, <--T, and <e. 
Sketch of proof, ii) is proved like the analogous result for L in [3]. 
i) follows from the observation that i f f<ae (~k)i*, thenf<ae if* and 
so f is arithmetical by (3. I 0). 
Corollary 3.17. ~0 generic ~ ~b* is not in a minimal partial degree. 
(3.17) suggests that category arguments on (N*V v will be of no help 
in the problem of minimal partial degrees. 
Further possible generalizations of enumeration reducibility will now 
be discussed. 
l~t the collection of sets of the form {A/A ~ D}, where D is a finite 
set, form the basis for a topology on P(N). Denote this topology by 
P(N). P(N) is not Hausdorff. 
The opei'ators Re, ~e considered as operators from P(N) into P(N) 
are then continuous. 
In [6, p. 217] it is pointed out that an operator®: P(N) ~ P(N) is 
continuous *~ 
(1) x ~ O(A) =~ (3D c A) [D is finite &x ~ ®(D)I and 
(2) A c B =~ 0(,4) c O(B). 
Definition 3.18. An operator O: P(N) ~ P(N) is a generalized enumera- 
tion operator ¢~ 
(3C)(VA)(VB)[O(B) = A ~, (Vx) [x~A ¢" (3w)[(a, w> ~ C & D w c B] l ]. 
C is called a base set (it is a simple matter to show that base sets are 
unique). 
.S, .  Proposition 3.!9. An operator O: P(N) ~ P(N) i ,generaliz¢,d enumera- 
tion operator ~ it is continuous. 
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Proof. Suppose ® is a generalized enumeration operator. Then 
(1)x ~. O(A) "* (3D c A)[D is finite &x E O(D)] and 
(2) i~ c B =' O(A) c O(B). Therefore O is continuous. 
Supi~ose O is continuous. Then ( 1 ) and ~2) hold. Let C = { <x, w>l x 
O(D w) ~. Clearly C is a base set. This completes the proof. 
(3.19) indicates that continuous operators O: P(N) -* P(N) are natural 
generalizations of enumeration operators ~e, e ~ N. In fact many of the 
results of § § 2, 3 have analogs which go through for reducibilities de- 
fined by arbitrary countable collections of continuous operators 
® : P(N) ~ P(N). For example the analog of (2.3) goes through, and it 
can be shown that for any countable collection of continuous operators 
there is a continuum of sets incomparable with respect o all the opera- 
tors in the collection. 
4. Minimal pairs and greatest lower bounds 
Definition 4.1. A o, A 1 is a minimalpair (with respect o -<-e) ~' 
i) A 0 le A1 , 
fi) A o, A 1 have a greates" lower bound, and 
iii) the greatest lower bound of A o, A I is in 0. 
Let 4 = 4o v 41 '* (Vx)[4(Z¥) = 4otX) & 4(2x+1) = 41(x)l .This 
joi~l operation is distinct from that of § § 1,2. 
Define o o ~ o 1 similarly. 
Theorem 4.2.  
a) There is a minimal pair of  the form 40", 41", where '~o*, 41" lie 
in quasi-minimal partial degrees. 
b) There is a minimal pair of the form fo, f l .  
c) There is a minimal pair of the form A, A. 
Proof. Forcing will be used to !end combinatorial simplicity to the proof. 
To prove a) it suffices to show that if 4 is generic and 4 - ~0'  4~, 
then 40", 41" satisfy the conditions of a). Certainly if 4 = 40 v 4,~ and 
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4 is generic, then ~0" le 41" and 40*, 41" lie in quasi-minimal partial 
degrees. See (3.16). Suppose by way of contradiction that 4 = 4o v ¢i 1 
is generic but for some e o, e 1 
(t)  [~eo(4  0) = ~e~(41) & ~eo0~0)* is not partial recursive] 
Let F be a closed formula of L' w,hich expresses (t). Then 4 It-- F 
and therefore (3o c 4)[o I t -F] .  Write o=o0v o 1. Consider the follow- 
ing four cases. 
Case (1). (3i  < 2) (3 r  ~ o i) [~e:(r*) is not single-valued]. Let 4'  be a 
generic extension of r v o 1 or o 0 v r according as i = 0 or I. Write 
4 '=  4~ v 4~. Then ~ q~ domain(Re/). Since 4' ~ o, 4'  It--F. Therefore 
4'* satisfies F. In particular 4~ ~ domain(~ei), a contradiction. There- 
fore case (1) does not hold. 
Case (2). (.~i < 2) (3r  0 3 tri)(:lr 1 ~ ol_i) (3m)(3n)[(m, n) ~ dIPel.i(7" 1 *) 
& (V~ 3 r o )[¢bei(dp)(m)= ~o] ]. Let 4' be a generic extension of r 0 v r 1 
or r 1 ~ r 0 according as i = 0 or 1. Write 4'  = 4~ v ~.  ~eo(~k ~) 4: ~e~(~b~). 
Since 4' 3 o, 4'  II-- F and hence 4'*  satisfies F. This implies that 
F 
~eo(~b) = ~e~(41), a contradiction. Case (2) does not hold. 
Case (3). (3T 0 D O0)(3r 1 D Ul)(3m)(3no)(3nl)[(m, n o) ~ qbeo(T0* )
&(m, nl)E Cbel(rl*) & n o :/= n l ] .  Let 4'  be a generic extension ofz0v r i . 
, , ~eo(  ' ~e l  ' Write 4'  = 40 v 41. 40) :/: (41). Since 4' 3 o, 4' It-- F and so 
4'* satisfies F. This implies that ~eo(4~) = ~e~(4'/), a contradiction. 
Therefore case (3) does not hold. 
Case (4). Otherwise. Construct 4'  a generic extension of o as follows. 
F Stage O. o 0 = o. 
Stage 26"+ 1. Guarantee genericity by suitably choosing O'2s+1 ~ a~s. 
Stage 2~+2. If (3 r  3 O'2s+l )(3n) [(s, n )~ ~eo(rO*), where r = r 0 v r l ] ,  
F p pick one such r and set O2s+2 = 7"; otherwise, set ff2s÷2 = O2s+l - 
= '. 4' is generic. Write 4' = 4~ v ~kl. Set 4' U o~
i EN  
Claim." ~eo(~b~)* is partial recursive. 
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To s~e this, consider { (m, n ) / (3 r  D o)[(m, n)~ Ceo(r0*) , where 
r = r o v r I ] } x~hich "s single-valued (i.e., in some ~b*) because cases (1) 
and (3) do not hold. Clearly ¢* is partial recursive, and Ceo(tk~)* c ~b*. 
t , It remains to show that ~* c Ceo(~k 0) . Stage 2s+2 was designed to 
ensure this. Sul:.pose by way of contradiction that ~(m) = n (n ~_ N), but 
l t" p / eo(~o)tm) 4:n. Then since case (3) does not hold, dPeo(~0)tm ) = ~.  By 
' t " =  " Stage 2m+2 (V~k" ~ OZm+ t 3 o) ~eo(ff0) ~c, where ~0 ~ ], 
but since q~(m) = n, (3 r  D o)[(m,n) ~ ~eo(r0*), where r = r 0 v r I ]. 
This contradicts the fact that case (2) does not hold. Therefore ~eo(~ko)' *, 
which equals ~b*, is partial recursive. 
if' D o, so ~k' 1t-- F. it follows that ~O'* satisfies F which impfies 
• eo(ff~)* is not partial recursive, a coe~radiction. Case (4) doe:~ not 
hold and that exhau.~ts he possibilities, a) is proven. 
To prove b) and c) it suffices to observe that the essential combina- 
torial trick of the proof of part a); namely, the consideration of cases 
(1) through (4) and in particular Stage 2s+2 ill (4), carry over if ~ets 
generic relative to L are used. For part b) if A is generic, write 
C A = CAo~ CA~, and thenfo , / ]  can be taken to be CAo, CAt re:~pectively. 
That f0 le f l  is an easy consequence of the genericity of A, and the rest 
of the argument goes just as in part a) by using f 0, f l  in place of ~0, ff~" 
For part c) i fA is genetic, then by (2.3)A I e A. The rest of the argument 
goe~ throa,'-~ if t -1 (1), t -~ (0) are used in place o f t  0, r~. Of course for 
part c) 'be :~ ~.ould be thought of as an operator from sets into partial 
fimctions. "I ais completes the proof. 
An analogous result holds for partial arithmetical degrees. The details 
wih be omitted. 
The partial degree (partia~ arithmetical degree) of (~0 v qJ 1)* is the 
least upper bound of the partial degrees (partial arithmetical degrees) of 
4'0" and ~kl*. (4.3) below implies that the partial degrees form an upper 
semi-lattice which is not a lattice. An analogous result holds fur partial 
arithmetical degrees. The details will be omitted. 
Spector in [ 10] proved a theorem similar to (4.3) but for Turing 
reducibility. Thanks to (1.2), (4.3 ii) implies Spector's result. The com- 
binatorial trick of (4.3) is a modification of that of Spector and is just 
slightly more complicated than that of (4.2). 
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Theorem 4.3./f  (Vi) [~/i* <e ~//*+I ], then 
> 
~) there are partial functions ~0", ~1" lying in nontotal partial degrees 
such that 
(Vi)[r/p < ~o*, ¢J1"1 & (V~)[¢* <e ~k0*, ~kl *= (~i)[~* < 77*] ], 
ii) there are functions f O, f l  such that 
(Vi)[r/~ <e f0, f l  I & (VO)[O* <~e f0 , f l  =~ ( :li)[~b* <--e n/*]] , 
and 
iii) there is a set A such that 
(Vi)[r//* <e A, A] & (V0.) [¢* <e A, A ~ (3i)[~* -<e r/i*] 1" 
Sketch of proof. This sketch will be largely restricted to a discussion of 
part i). Parts ii) and iii) are proved similarly. See the discussions of the 
proofs of b) and c) of (4.2). 
if0, ~kl are constructed in stages. 
Stage O. Start off with ~'0, ~kl empty. 
Stage 3s+l. Code r/s into if0 and ~l say on the powers of the sth prime 
which have not been as,~.igned values before this stage. For each i > 2 
define ~i on the least non-prime power not yet in its domain. 
Stage 3s+2. Use the co~nbinatorial trick of (3.1 lc) to e~asure that 
(Vf)I I f= CI's(~' 0) or f= CI's(CJl)] =, f<-e 7/*]. Note that questions of 
the form, "Is there an ~xtension r of what has been constructed so far 
such that ...?" must be replaced by questions of the form, "Is there a r 
which is compatible with what has been constructed so far such that ...?" 
This stage guarantees Chat ~k~', ~ 1" lie in non-total partial degrees. 
Stage 3s+3. Use the combinatorial trick of (4.2) to ensure that if 
dPeo(~O) = ~el (~ l )  (where (e 0, e l) = s), then ~eo(~k0)* <e ~7". Case (4) 
of the proof of (4.2) will of course have to be replaced by a substage of 
3s+3 in which all enumeration operators which have been considered up 
to and including this stage for special handling because case (4) occurred 
will have to be examined again to try to make them defined for some 
new argument value. 
This completes the sketch. 
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Corollary 4.4. Any strictly ascending infinite sequence of  partial degrees 
does not have a least upper bound. 
The author does not know whether or not every strictly ascending 
infinite sequence of partial degrees has a minimal upper bound 
Corollary 4.5. The t~per semi-lattice o f  partia 'degrees is not a lattice. 
Proof. Each one of the pairs (1) ~k0*, @1", (2)f0, f l  and (3)A, A of 
(4.3) fails to possess agreatest lower bound. 
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